The Philosophy Collection combines the specialist indexing of the 3rd party Philosopher's Index with a huge collection of full-text journal articles, dissertations, and video from existing ProQuest databases to support philosophy researchers at all levels. Philosopher's Index is the world's premier bibliography of scholarly works in philosophy and this collection enhances it further with full text from over 160 journals, video and more than 1,000 dissertations. The collection is regularly updated with new index records from Philosopher's Index as well as new full-text journal titles and the latest issues of existing periodicals.

While Philosopher's Index serves as the authoritative and scholarly source for journals that ProQuest seeks to include in the full-text offering, there are many titles which fall outside of their editorial parameters that are relevant to scholars working in the field. Thus ProQuest's Philosophy Collection includes journals not indexed by the Philosopher's Index, as well as video clips of scholars discussing key themes, theories, and philosophers, plus contemporary dissertations which broaden and enhance the offering and make it more accessible and relevant to researchers at all levels.

Philosopher's Index is the world's premier bibliography of scholarly works in philosophy. It is a bibliographic database with informative, author-written abstracts covering scholarship in all areas of philosophy. The literature covered goes back to 1940 and includes journal articles, books, book chapters, contributions to anthologies, and book reviews. It is created by philosophers for philosophers.

ProQuest's Philosophy Database brings together more than 160 scholarly journals covering all aspects of Philosophy in theory and practice, analytical, and continental. With deep backfiles of journals going all the way to the 1860s, this collection offers more than 3,000 journal years of scholarship and is constantly growing. In addition to these important journals, the database includes more than 1,000 influential dissertations and videos to support historical and contemporary research into this highly cross-disciplinary field.

Subjects include:

- History
- Literature
- Philosophy
- Religion
- The arts
- Theology

Why the Philosophy Collection?

- The collection includes the preeminent scholarly bibliography, Philosopher's Index, produced by the Philosopher's Information Center, a nonprofit organization dedicated to providing the finest scholarly resources to philosophers and individuals interested in philosophy and related disciplines. It provides deep and specialist indexing for more than 1,700 journals.
- The Philosophy Collection also brings together more than 160 full-text scholarly journals concerned with all aspects of the study of philosophy, many of them exclusively available through ProQuest.
- It features more than 3,000 full-text journal years of content. Journals date back to the 1860s and run up to the present day, with more new journal titles and issues added on a regular basis.
- Journals cover all aspects of the historical and contemporary understanding of the multidisciplinary field of philosophy from metaphysics and aesthetics to the philosophy of religion and business ethics.
• The collection features over 1,000 exclusive dissertations by contemporary scholars, the most influential contemporary scholarship by researchers active in the field.

• It also features exclusive video content where academics discuss key themes and traditional and emerging concepts in the discipline.

• When taken in conjunction with Philosopher’s Index, ProQuest’s Philosophy Database becomes an even more powerful discovery tool. Powered by Philosopher’s Index’s expert and thorough subject indexing, relevant full-text articles become even easier to identify in the Philosophy Collection.

• The content benefits from all the features of the ProQuest platform, including powerful search, browse and filtering tools, integrated citation management, and referencing tools.

To learn more or request a free trial, contact us at www.proquest.com/go/D9226.